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Annotasion 

Toponim made in the event of careful meditation requires interaction. When 

toponimlikkacha because in many cases, this process will be the night. Despite 

this in science, including science at uzbekistan, toponim made of scientific work 

is dedicated to the phenomenon, this research it was noted that in toponim made 

from affiksasiya effective method. Made of tajikistan in this article is to identify 

and active in northern toponim affiks with the help of an example is shown. 
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additional prefix, its geographical name. 

Toponim is one of the most effective and widely used methods of using them to 

generate affiks. They, among other things, "... affiksasiya-this is an effective tool 

for the development of a geographical name and the name of the place in this 

part supplements the form (form) decisive and important role, that is made more 

effective in the formation of geographical names toponim supplements in 

comparison with which prefix,..."1. This Toponimik additives hto afford 

pronounced in northern tajikistan al toponimik the role of material is removed. 

Well-known about the slavs toponim v. a. nikonovning toponim the above idea 

of an institution of geographical terminology of the territory of tajikistan is fully 

compatible. Northern Tajikistan toponimik analyze materials, using the form of 

a geographical name go back to the period of the formation of the majority of 

known and very ancient hajman bo'ldi. 

English in science and especially in the formation of toponim supplement is 

more common and widespread. Toponim in the formation of the "s"to 

supplement the study of the mass of elements which are repeated toponim and 

researchers, as well as toponim, supplements and toponimik allows you to 

identify the prefix"2.Indeed, the majority of English grammar qonuniyat 

 
1 Никонов, В. А. Введение в топонимику [Текст] / В. А. Никонов. - М. : Наука, 1965.-180 с. 
2 Бондалетов, В. Д. Русская ономастика : учеб. пособие для студентов пед. ин-тов по спец. № 2101 «Рус. 
яз. и лит.» [Текст] / В. Д. Бондалетов. - М.: Просвещение, 1983. - 224 с.  
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formantlarining toponimik formed on the basis of form. In the classification and 

analysis of geographical names topoformantlarning therefore we must pay 

attention to the following conditions: 

- pronunciation lahfonetik at coming on to identify mold; 

- The formts of production and the distribution of the scope of the loss to 

determine; 

- Formts historical development and the spreadto determine; 

- linguistically related to the detection of the language of formantlarning because 

all may not be related to their distribution within the formantlar; 

- identify the difference between formantlar. 

According to this classification, the following types of toponim which made 

formantlarning you can divide Northern Tajikistan. 

 - s formanti; if you have a sense made form this form in English, plural form. It 

should be noted that, in the history of turkic languages formantlar this feature is 

present since the ancient period applies from insight as to represent the plural in 

English and the most important morphological category. From the historical 

aspect "-s" the name of the place in the structure occurs mainly available 

supplement. This supplement is a supplement form in the name of the place now. 

Therefore, this supplement its specific characteristics and we mainly formed in 

those places them in the name of a certain area of the part of the majority of 

place features and to pay attention. Toponim more horses such supplements in 

the system and its surrounding northern Tajikistan, the quality, number, and 

others oykonim and fulfilled the function of the formation of oronimlarni. 

Example attention to qthis aratsak hya buyQQbuy is realized. 

a) horses: türkiye (mahalla name); nayman of (neighborhood name); qipchoqlar 

(village name) 

b) quality and otdan: Puchuqoylar ( mahalla name) Oqtanggilar (pasture), 

Ko'ktoshlar (the name of the hill), towards(q)qir (crop area name) 

v) the number and otdan: Beshjuzlar (rural), Uchtomlar (rural pasture) of 

Mingbirbuloqlar (steppe name ) 

 – iston formanti yielding the formation of toponim is, the more the state and the 

city in the name of the structure occurs. Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Gulistan. 

– Formanti toponim efficient than stock company and creates the following 

types of: alfalfa, we have (its name), kunjak ( village name, the name of the crop 

area), do'ngalak (ovul name, guzar name) Tirmizaktepa ( the name of the hill ), 
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future girl ( place name) popushak (neighborhood name), angle ( neighborhood 

name) and others. 

- cha formantli the English form is nowat the small of toponim represent the 

name of a place is often compared to another along with the small area, the name 

of the object means that it is small. Ko'lchilik (hydro I), kindergarten (fitonim), 

the mountains (oro I), are offering deg (toponim), Guards (crop area) of the 

grave far (pasture, crop area), production far ( village name, ovul name), landing 

(village name), Diploma (the hill, the name of the crop area), burn far (steppe 

name), qipchoq far (village name). This form in the dialect of the local 

population is used a lot. 

 - wow formantli qo'shimcha actually Persian-Tajik language from o'zlashma 

have, is applied in toponim made active. Additional naming this plant is 

considered especially effective by the world. (With fitonim); Olchazor (fitonim), 

terakzor (oro I) Almazar, and others. 

– wow this supplement is the supplement ekvivalianti formanti sor. Also this 

qo'shimcha in the sense that plural is also used. Chashmasor (oro I), Ispisor ( 

toponim). 

As noted above, the development of toponim affiks form is a common 

phenomenon, toponimik supplements plays an important role. Northern 

Tajikistan toponimik system at the same timeicreated using some of toponim at 

the prefix occurs, but this method is very kammahsul it even more forscha-

tojikcha toponim we have a witness that was made from. "Theo'roq (the 

destroyed settlements.), BeG'er (toG' name), Beov  like this sometimes also 

toponim Beova have been applied. 
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